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MAD BREWER UPGRADE KIT

HYDROMETER
A hydrometer is used to determine the density of your beer relative to 
the density of pure water. This information enables you to determine 
the amount of dissolved sugar present in your wort before adding yeast. 
Measuring dissolved sugar is essential to monitoring the progress of your 
fermentation and ultimately allows you to calculate the alcohol concentra-
tion of your beer.

A hydrometer suspended in pure water will give a specific gravity reading 
of 1.000. Hydrometers are calibrated to measure liquid at approximately 
60°F. If the liquid you are measuring is not within 10°F of 60°F, use this 
rule of thumb:

Warmer than 60°F: add 0.001 to your specific gravity reading for every 10°F 
your beer is above 60°F

Cooler than 60°F: subtract 0.001 from your specific gravity reading for 
every 10°F your beer is below 60°F

Equation for specific gravity temperature adjustment

)× 0.001]+ specific gravity [(temperature of liquid (°F)-60° F

 10°F

Use your specific gravity readings to determine the ABV of your beer with 
the following formula:

OG–FG
0.00738ABV =

Where: 
OG= Original Gravity (specific gravity reading before fermentation) 
FG= Final Gravity (specific gravity reading after fermentation)

Further instructions, including a product video that will delve deep into 
the theory and use of hydrometers, can be found at

http://www.northernbrewer.com/shop/beer-and-wine-triple-scale-hydrometer.html

WHIRLFLOC TABLETS
Whirlfloc tablets aid in coagulation and precipitation of haze-causing 
proteins and beta-glucans. Whirlfloc is a kettle fining (used in the brew 
kettle) made from purified carrageenan—a polysaccharide found naturally 
in seaweed and the primary constituent of Irish Moss.

Add during the last 5 minutes of the boil, using 1 Whirlfloc tablet per 10 
gallons or 1/2 tablet per 5 gallons of wort.

NORTHERN BREWER’S MAD BREWER UPGRADE 
KIT IS A COMPLETE SET OF INSTRUMENTS 
TO TEST YOUR BEER’S SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 
KEEP CLOSE TABS ON FERMENTATION AND 
CALCULATE ABV. YOU’LL ALSO GET OUR 
FAVORITE ADDITIVES TO HELP ELIMINATE 
MESSY BOILOVERS AND BLOWOFF IN THE 
BREWERY AND HAZE IN THE GLASS. 

KIT INCLUDES:
 - Hydrometer

 - Three-piece thief

 - Economy Test Jar

 - Fermcap-S

 - Biofine Clear

 - Whirlfloc Tablets (10 ct)

 - How to Brew by John Palmer

FERMCAP-S
Fermcap is a silicon-based emulsion that settles out of solution as soon 
as fermentation is complete and will not affect the flavor, appearance or 
head retention of finished beer.

Fermcap is an anti-foaming agent that breaks the surface tension of wort 
or fermenting beer to prevent boilovers and blowoff. The recommended 
usage rate is 2 drops per gallon. To prevent boilovers, add Fermcap to your 
kettle at the beginning of the boil. To inhibit blowoff, add Fermcap to your 
primary fermenter prior to the start of fermentation. Many homebrewers 
also prefer to add Fermcap to yeast starters, avoiding loss of yeast due to 
blowoff. 

BIOFINE CLEAR
Biofine is a highly effective clarifying agent designed to drop yeast and 
other haze-causing particulates out of suspension resulting in bright, clear 
beer within 1–2 days of addition and greatly accelerating maturation time. 
A colloidal solution of purified silicon dioxide, Biofine is certified vegan. 

Optimal dosage varies from 0.25 — 2 tablespoons per 5 gallons. Different 
beers may require more or less Biofine to achieve the desired result. 
Therefore we recommend starting small and adding more as needed. 
Biofine should be added to finished beer approximately 2 days before 
packaging.


